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Girls being fearless. Girls being silly. Girls being wild, stubborn, and proud. Girls whose faces are
smeared with dirt and lit up with joy. So simple and yet so powerful, Strong Is the New Pretty
celebrates, through more than 175 memorable photographs, the strength and spirit of girls being
100% themselves.Real beauty isn’t about being a certain size, acting a certain way, wearing the
right clothes, or having your hair done (or even brushed). Real beauty is about being your
authentic self and owning it. Kate T. Parker is a professional photographer who finds the real
beauty in girls, capturing it for all the world to see in candid and arresting images.A celebration,
a catalog of spirit in words and smiles, an affirmation of the fact that it’s what’s inside you that
counts, Strong Is the New Pretty conveys a powerful message for every girl, for every mother
and father of a girl, for every coach and mentor and teacher, for everyone in the village that it
takes to raise a strong and self-confident person. 



Strongis the new prettyA Celebration of Girls Being ThemselvesKate T. ParkerWorkman
Publishing • New York For all the fearless, strong, and amazing girls who inspired the
following pages.Special thanks to my two beautiful, strong girls, Ella and Alice, who make me
laugh every day. I love you.ContentsIntroduction1. Confident Is Strong2. Wild Is Strong3.
Resilient Is Strong4. Creative Is Strong5. Determined Is Strong6. Kind Is Strong7. Fearless Is
Strong8. Joyful Is Strong9. Independent Is StrongAcknowledgmentsAbout the
AuthorIntroductionWhen I was seven, my hair was long and thick and nearly reached my waist.
Most days it was in a messy ponytail (not much has changed). At that same time in my life, my
main goals were to first, be exactly like my two older brothers and second, kick butt on the
soccer field just like they did.It wasn’t lost on me that most boys didn’t need to spend time
painfully getting their knots brushed out or putting in ponytails—and their hair didn’t get in their
face while they played sports. I began to realize that the hair had to go. It was a time suck. I had
games to play and goals to score.I didn’t want just a trim. Nope, “go big or go home” was my
attitude. I wanted it to look like my brothers’ hair. Chop it all, please. Not exactly what you saw
every day on suburban New Jersey girls circa 1983. However, my parents both fully supported
me. The results were exactly what I wanted, and I didn’t care what other people were going to
think. I loved my new hair so damn much.The day after I had my hair cut, I walked proudly into
second grade. My new look was the bomb. Not one single part of me thought it “didn’t look good”
or “girls should have long hair” or it “wasn’t feminine.” You know why? It never occurred to me
that girls had to do this, or be that, or look a certain way. I had never been told that girls shouldn’t
play sports, or be loud, or question everything, or get their hair cut exactly like their big brothers’.
I loved that my parents allowed me to be whoever I really was. I still love them for that.And now,
as a mother of two young daughters, I try to do the same for my girls. My husband and I
encourage loudness, silliness, fearlessness, confidence, strength, and individuality. We let them
wear their hair however they want. (The goal is brushed.) My husband and I aim to celebrate
who they are, just as they are. This photo series started as a personal project. I work as a
professional photographer, but I’m also a mom (the mom with the giant camera and bag of
lenses at most events). And it’s not uncommon for me to be photographing my girls and their
friends—constantly—when they’re riding their bikes, at soccer practice, or exploring tide pools
while on vacation. The more I shot, the more I began to notice that the strongest images, the
ones that resonated most with me, were the ones in which the girls were being 100 percent
themselves. When they were messy and funny and stubborn and joyful and in your face, I kept
shooting. I didn’t ask them to smile or go put on a pretty dress. I wanted to capture these girls as
they were, and how they were was amazing. I wanted to continue capturing them in just that way
—not just for my sake, but for theirs, too.As a body of work emerged, I kept at it with more
intention. I wanted to show my girls that beauty isn’t about being a certain size, or having your
hair done (or even brushed, in their cases), or wearing a fancy outfit. I wanted to combat the
messages the media sends to women every day. I wanted my girls to know that being
themselves is beautiful, and that being beautiful is about being strong.Strong Is the New Pretty



was born.As the project began to receive more attention, I knew I had the opportunity to expand
it, to show strength in all its varied forms. I began traveling to meet young women from all over
the country, from Florida to Colorado to New York to Texas to Hawaii and lots of places in
between. In fact, there are almost 200 girls represented here, from all over North America. More
important, they represent a vast number of human stories, ranging from small moments of
achievement to persistent struggles against adversity, from lifting oneself up to lending a helping
hand or offering a hug. Though my personal experience with identifying and owning my own
strength as a girl was through athletics, there is strength in the quiet moments, too—strength in
the intellect, in nurturing your curiosity and being able to ask questions, in being creative and
kind, in bold displays of anger and joy, and in quiet determination.Every girl I met is amazing. I
feel honored to share their stories and images—and their strength—with you: the look on Alice’s
face after she conquered the big hill on her bike, the wisdom Grace shared about her recent
battle with cancer, Aris’s proud smile when she achieved her goal of becoming a pilot at just 16,
Carlie’s grit on the football field. It’s my goal with these images to inspire girls and women to be
their best selves, to challenge and test their limits. We all are constantly bombarded with societal
messages about how women and girls should act or look or be, and processing them in a
healthy way can be hard even for a 40-year-old mother of two who knows better. I worry about
what my girls and their friends are exposed to and how their opinions of their bodies and selves
are being shaped by the internet and TV and magazines. I want these images to combat those
negative voices that tell us we’re not good enough or thin enough or whatever enough. Because
we are far more than enough! I wanted these girls to be able to hear their own voices through
these images, and to inspire them to use them and continue to use them. Loudly.When I was
seven, being myself meant wrestling with my brothers; it meant bugging my sister (I was the
youngest, obviously), sporting a bowl cut and soccer jersey, and listening to Blondie on my
record player. For my own girls, it means being a singing, dancing, trampoline expert and a
soccer-playing skater dude. The truth is, strong means many things and is revealed in many
ways. My hope is that you’ll see that on the following pages. These young women are the
definition of strength and beauty, in all its varied forms.The author, age 8“Let the wind whistle in
your hair and whisper to yourself:‘I can do anything.’”Shonda RhimesConfident Is StrongIn the
workforce, women earn an estimated average of just seventy-nine cents for every dollar their
male counterparts make. In sports broadcasting, female athletic competitions represent 5
percent of the allotted airtime. And in film and television, female protagonists make up only 12
percent of cinematic roles. Tell that to Kekai, with the determined stare or Caroline, with her
unwavering poise as she balances on pointe. These girls are intelligent and clever, talented and
strong—and they know it. They are confident. And they offer hope, too—hope that the inequity
will disappear as this generation of girls grows into adulthood.The confidence that they display in
these photos will push them through the times when they feel hesitant or unsure or nervous.
Confidence will push them, period. The challenge is in holding on to this power, this confidence,
so they can help fuel the change that the world needs.Do them a favor and remind these girls of



their strength. Remind each other of your strength. Often. Write it down if you need to: the ways
in which you are smart, the ways in which you are qualified, the ways in which you are strong.
Put them on your wall, say them out loud—internalize them. Believe them. Remind these girls of
their strength. Don’t let them waste any precious time wishing they looked like anyone else. Your
daughter, your niece, your sister, your cousin—she looks and acts and sings and walks and talks
and works and plays like herself.I have earned fourteen state titles, three district titles, and six
world rankings in karate.Maya age 9Don’t let anybody make you feel like you are not wanted or
don’t belong. You can do anything.Valeria age 11Strong is someone who takes the hardships life
throws at them and never gives up. When my parents died from cancer months apart from each
other, I worked really hard in school so that I could make them proud.Faith age 18I taught myself
how to bake and decorate.Lindsey E. age 11True beauty is a result of the persistence, resilience,
and confidence that comes with being a strong woman.Sophie age 17When I first started to surf,
I got made fun of all the time. For years, I was the only girl. Every little thing that I did differently,
the boys would laugh. Pretty soon, though, I started to show them up, and after that, they never
made fun of me again. I plan to be a champion in two sports—surf and skate—that have always
been predominantly “guys only” worlds.Jordyn age 17I believe in myself even when the world is
spinning around me.Lindsey B. age 16The best part of dance is the ability to show emotion and
strength through movement.Caroline L. age 15I was really scared for my first triathlon. My mom
took this shot of me the night before and told me that even though I was afraid to race, to try to
look tough and fearless. I did, and when my mom showed me this shot, it made me believe I
could be as tough as I look.Ella age 9I think girls everywhere should focus way more on who
they are inside and way less on what they look like outside. I’ve found a lot of strength in just not
caring. Lake-water hair? Don’t care.Haley H. age 10Being a girl has no limits. Gender doesn’t
matter. I can do just about everything.Grace F. age 13When I play soccer, I feel unstoppable.
When you have the ball, you just want to keep it so you can score, but sometimes it is better to
pass the ball even if you don’t want to.Caroline C. age 10
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momoftwo, “My daughters felt inspired reading this book. After getting the book today, both my
young daughters kept begging me to read additional pages and both separately asked if they
could be the ones to keep it in their room to read before falling asleep. I thought it would be a
good coffee table book in our house, but had no idea it would resonate with them quite that
much. I purchased it after my youngest experienced some bullying at school after getting a pixie
(very short) haircut that she was very proud about. I loved that the intro to the book happened to
talk about girls and short hair cuts. After going through many pages of the book, my daughter
asked if I could take photos of her being strong and she could write about how she is strong. So
glad to have come across this book!”

Tassie Wussell, “Highly Recommend for 21st c. Girls. I sent this book to my six-year-old "No
princesses!" and "No pink!" granddaughter Sophie because she is athletic: she swims, climbs,
hikes, rides a bike, and competes with her older brother. She is who she is and is determined
and fierce and joyful with whatever she attempts to do. Recently she's been shinnying up street
signs in San Francisco, where her family lives. She made her own Halloween costume this year:
the heroine from How to Train Your Dragon.The young girls inside this book talk about their lives
in a paragraph accompanying each photograph. The book is divided into nine sections:
Confident Is Strong, Wild Is Strong, Resilient Is Strong, and so on.I also bought the book as a
Halloween treat for the three little girls who live in the house behind me, kindergarten through
sixth grade. Their dad built a balance beam for them where they practice walkovers and other
amazing gymnastics. Each goes to her own after school program: ballet, water polo, and
gymnastics. Their dad told me that they all sat pouring over the pictures in the book, heads
together, discussing what they saw. Perfection.”

Homegrown CountryGal, “An Amazing Book!. Last weekend I took my 15 yr old daughter to a
very upscale store to buy her the "nice" makeup and beauty products. To my dismay she didn't
want any part of it. she fought me (argued) at everything I tried to show her. I gave up and we
left. With my feelings hurt I went on and on fussing about her being ingrateful etc. I finally
realized she was silently crying. I pulled over into a parking lot, got out and came to her side. I
held her and apologized for my actions. After I asked her forgiveness and she felt better , we
went to her favorite bookstore and as she shopped I saw this book. The title really hit home and
I bought the book for her and me. We are spending time looking through it together and
discussing it together. Thank you so much for this awesome book. Full of beautiful pics, stories
and lessons of what girls should aspire to. It has certainly touched this mom.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “My girls love it. I first skimmed this book in a bookstore and then ordered
here on Amazon for my 2 daughters - 8 and 5 years old. Looking through it originally, I liked
format of the book, which is pictures of actual subjects doing something they love along with a



quote from them. The positive messages are also the things we try to instill in our girls
daily.What I didn't quite expect is just how drawn my daughters would be to it. My 8 year old
loves to read, and after handing her this book she proceeded to spend the next 2 hours reading
every page. She absolutely loved it and showed me all her favorite pages. My 5 year old is just
learning to read so we read it together, and she was also very engaged. On pages where there
were multiple girls she wanted to know who was the one quoted.Today, and I'm sure more so in
the future, young girls are misguided about what really matters. So much in society is placed on
what others think (especially given social media), and I'd like for my girls to have a better
foundation than that. Seeing the positive & "can do" quotes in this book, spoken by girls that
they can relate to, can help them form that inner strength that will propel them in their lives.”

SonomaSand, “A beautiful book that has captured the imagination of my daughter and sons..
This special book has sparked many interesting conversations in my family--not only among the
kids, but with my husband and I, too. We have given it as gifts and my 10-yr old daughter has
shown it to every friend she has.I hope this is the first of many "Strong" books and would also
love to see a similar book featuring boys challenging male stereotypes.A worthwhile purchase
for anyone, but especially meaningful for kids between the ages of 6&16, IMO.”

S. Omeone, “Beauty and power. This book is just amazing. The photography is beautiful, and the
short and simple quotes from all the girls are powerful. I love the few paragraphs of vision for
each section, as well. It's a perfect book to flip through for encouragement and inspiration for any
girl.”

Too Tired To Read Much, “My 7 year old loves this book, and has .... My 7 year old loves this
book, and has been really inspired by it. She has even made her own version with photos of her
doing different activities.”

amelia, “Great stuff!. Impressed with the book, given as a confidence boost to my Grandaughter
who's had some crappy time at school. (aren't bullies great?) I wanted her to feel more
empowered and positive and I think and hope this book will help a little.”

KP, “This book should be mandatory for all women!. A beautiful photography book with brilliant
messages from girls and young women. I adore this book- it's not just for young women. It
reminded me of my younger self & how being strong, wearing roller skates and not letting other
people's expectations of gender dictate your own originality is the most liberating thing in the
world. These young women are amazing, intelligent, strong and beautiful. Thanks, Kate, for such
a wonderful book.”

Jack-it-in, “"A Celebration of Girls Being Themselves". To call it a coffee table book seems to
diminish its value, but it is the kind of book homes should have lying around, quietly emitting its



powerful message. The photographs are a gorgeous, vigorous celebration of girls being
themselves. Their strength comes in many forms - inspirational, fearless, funny, poignant.It's
exhilarating just flicking through it!”

The book by Kate T. Parker has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,377 people have provided feedback.
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